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Abstract

We have studied the nanometer scale structure of bulk metallic glass (BMG) using
fluctuation electron microscopy (FEM). The nanometer scale medium range order (MRO) in
BMG is of significant interest because of its possible relationship to the properties, but the
experimental study of the MRO is difficult because conventional diffraction techniques are not
sensitive to the MRO scale. FEM is a quantitative transmission electron microscopy technique
which measures the nanoscale structural fluctuation associated with MRO in amorphous
materials, and provides information about the size, distribution, and internal structure of MRO.
In this work, we developed an improved method for FEM using energy-filtered STEM
nanodiffraction with highly coherent probes with size up to 11nm in a state-of-the-art Cscorrected STEM. We also developed an effective way to eliminate the effect of sample thickness
variation to the FEM data by using Z-contrast images as references. To study the detailed
structure of MRO, we developed a hybrid reverse Monte Carlo (H-RMC) simulation which
combines an empirical atomic potential and the FEM data. H-RMC generated model structures
that match the experimental data at short and medium range. In addition, the subtle rotational
symmetries in the FEM nanodiffraction patterns were analyzed by angular correlation function to
reveal more details of the internal structure of MRO. Our experiments and simulations show that
Zr-based BMG contains pseudo-planar, crystal-like MRO as well as icosahedral clusters in its
nanoscale structure. We found that some icosahedral clusters may be connected, and that
structural relaxation by annealing increases the population of icosahedral clusters.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1. 1. Bulk metallic glass
Bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) are multi-component amorphous alloys which form by
glass transition when quenched from metal liquids [1-3]. Since their first discovery, BMGs have
drawn significant attraction because of their superior properties, such as high strength [4] and
elasticity [5, 6], good corrosion resistance [7, 8] and biocompatibility [1], many of which exceed
their crystalline counterparts [3]. In the past, the discovery of BMGs with higher glass forming
ability (GFA), such as Zr and Pd based glasses, allowed the BMG fabrication in larger sizes up
to ~10cm [2, 3], and BMGs based on inexpensive metals, such Fe, were also developed [9, 10].
There have also been advances in processing of BMGs, including the development of composites
[4, 11, 12], foams [13-15], and net-shape forming techniques [16, 17]. Some BMG systems have
already been commercialized [2, 3], and there are more possibilities for future applications in
many frontier engineering fields, such as MEMS and nano-fabrication [18, 19].
The formation mechanism of BMGs can be best understood by the role of different
atomic components in the system. According to empirical guidelines, there must be negative
heat of mixing among the atomic components of a BMG, but preventing crystallization is also
key [1, 2]. The most important factor to „frustrate‟ the crystalline structure is the atomic size
difference in a BMG system [2]. When the atomic size difference is large, the compositional
windows for possible crystalline phases become smaller, so quenching which significantly drops
the atomic mobility effectively prevents the nucleation and growth of a crystal. Another factor is
the chemistry between the atomic species. The atomic bonding in a BMG must be mostly
4

metallic, but some chemical bonding characteristics apparently affect the GFA. For example, Cu
and Ni are similar in atomic sizes, but the Zr-Cu-Al BMGs have a higher GFA than the Zr-Ni-Al
BMGs [20, 21]. A recent Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation suggested that the high GFA of
Zr-Cu-Al BMGs is in part due to the “shortened” bond length between Cu and Al [22].
Understanding the details of the atomic structure of BMG is important, but only limited
information from experiments is available so far. The structure factor, S(k) where k is the
scattering vector magnitude, can be measured by conventional diffraction experiments using xrays, neutrons or electrons [23]. However, unlike in crystalline materials, the S(k) from a BMG
does not uniquely determine the structure because of the absence of long range order (LRO).
Instead, the pair distribution function, g2(r), which is obtained from S(k), shows the structure
averaged over a coordination shell in a distant r, and it is frequently used for structural studies of
amorphous systems [23]. However, the information from g2 is limited to short range order
(SRO), typically up to ~3rd coordination shell due to the inherent sampling problem [24]. The g2
from a multi-component BMG is even more limited, because the g2 is most useful when all
partial g2‟s are resolved [25], which is experimentally very difficult for multi-component systems.
Extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAF) [26] or resonant x-ray scattering [25] can
measure chemistry up to ~3 coordination shells, but still only provide a subset of the structure in
SRO scale.
Computational simulations, on the other hand, have provided some useful insights about
the structure of BMGs [22, 27-32]. Theoretical understanding of BMG structure evolved from a
dense random packing of hard-sphere balls [27] to a jammed close-packed structure [28], and to
a short range order (SRO) comprised of quasi-icosahedral atomic packing [22, 29-32]. Many
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have shown that the SRO in BMG is dominated by the
5

icosahedral clusters, each of which is locally energetically stable and close-packed [22, 29-32].
Sheng et al [31]. studied the structure of SRO clusters in their ab initio MD models by Voronoi
tessellation [33], and found that both full icosahedra and quasi-icosahedral clusters are abundant
in metallic glass systems [31]. They also suggested that the icosahedral clusters can connect to
each other by corner, edge or face-sharing, and form a chain or a supercluster [22, 31]. The
possible topology of the connections of the icosahedral-like clusters has also been studied by
Miracle [30]. These computational studies imply that, in a metastable glass system where global
energy minimization by forming LRO cannot be achieved, energy minimization likely occurs in
a SRO scale by forming quasi-icosahedral clusters. The clusters cannot be periodically arranged
because they are based on 5 fold rotational symmetry, but some connections between the clusters
may be possible [34].
While we fundamentally agree that the high population of icosahedral clusters in BMGs
is likely, we must question if the MD simulations generate a realistic BMG structure, especially
at the nanometer scale.

As Cheng et al. pointed out [22], a typical quench rate of MD

simulations (~1013K/s) may be too fast to generate a realistic nanoscale structure in the model.
Compared to the simulations, a typical quench rate of BMGs in a lab environment is much
slower (~100 to 105K/s) [2], so more atomic motion is possible during the quenching, which may
lead to an energy minimization in a longer length scale. This opens a possibility of medium
range order (MRO), an order in between SRO and non-existing LRO, in real BMGs. MRO in
BMG has been observed in some MD studies [30, 31, 35, 36], but the detailed structure of MRO
remains unclear. Sheng et al. showed that the icosahedral clusters can gather and make MRO,
the size of which can reach to about a nanometer [31]. However, more recent MD simulations
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suggested that glasses may contain a nanoscale crystalline-like order which is incompatible to
the icosahedral order [35, 36].
The nanometer scale MRO in BMG may be related to some of the BMGs‟ important
behaviors, such as structural relaxation [37-39] and plastic deformation [40-42]. Like other
glasses, BMGs undergo structural relaxation when annealed at a temperature below the glass
transition temperature (Tg) [37].

The structural relaxation can be detected by differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC) [38], but what structural change actually occurs in the atomic level
is difficult to measure. The change in g2 by structural relaxation is usually very small [39],
which means little change in SRO, so we assume that the structural relaxation may involve a
larger volume of material, possibly at the MRO scale.

The current interpretation of this

exothermic heat is the free volume annihilation [38], but the annihilation may be a result of a
larger scale structural change, not a major mechanism of the relaxation.
Theories suggest that the deformation of a BMG starts from the shear transformation
zones (STZs) which consist of a group of a few hundred atoms [41, 42]. When stress is applied,
the STZs activate by undergoing shear deformation inside themselves for a limited distance (~ a
few Å) [41, 42]. One STZ activation prompts other STZ activations nearby, and this forms a thin
band-like deformed region called shear band [40-42]. At a low temperature compared to Tg, the
shear bands localize in a small volume of the material, causing inhomogeneous deformation, but
at high temperature shear bands spreads throughout the material leading to homogeneous
deformation [40]. A shear band is about 50~100nm thick and easily observable in TEM [43], but
the atomic structure inside the shear band is still not known, although there have been some
indications that the atom density inside the shear band may be lower than a undeformed region
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[43-45]. The diameter of STZs could be one to a few nanometers [41, 42], so it may have a
relationship with the MRO in BMG.
We chose 3 different BMGs for this study: cast Zr54Cu38Al8 [21], melt-spun Zr50Cu45Al5
[46], and melt-spun Cu64.5Zr35.5 [32], which allowed us to investigate the effect of the
compositional difference and quench rate on the MRO structure. We also studied how the
thermal history of a BMG changes the MRO structure by a series of annealing experiments with
the Zr50Cu45Al5 and Zr54Cu38Al8 BMGs.

1. 2. Fluctuation electron microscopy
Our experimental tool for measuring MRO in BMGs is fluctuation electron microscopy
(FEM). FEM is a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) technique which measures structural
fluctuations at the nanometer scale [47]. MRO, if it exists in an amorphous material, diffracts
the electron beam following Bragg‟s law. Unlike the diffraction from crystals, however, the
MRO diffraction is weak, because MRO is only one to a few nanometers in size, and not as
strictly ordered as nanocrystals. Because of the low intensity and averaging over a very large
number of nanometer-sized objects, the MRO signal does not stand out from the diffuse
amorphous signal in a conventional, large-area diffraction. FEM captures the diffraction from
MRO by measuring the normalized variance, V, among many diffracted intensity measurements
made with nanometer spatial resolution, I [47].

V (k , R) 

I ( k , R, r ) 2
I ( k , R, r )
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(Eq. 1)

where k is the scattering vector magnitude, R is the FEM resolution, and

r

indicates averaging

over position of the sample, r. Considering its nanometer scale size, MRO must have strong 3 or
4 body correlations, g3 or g4, on which V depends more than on g2 [48]. V measures the
structural fluctuation caused by the MRO, so if the degree of MRO is high, V will be high, but if
the structure is homogeneous, V will be low [47]. Like in a conventional diffraction, the k
position of the peaks in V(k) is the inverse of an interatomic spacing of the order, d, so it contains
the internal structural information of MRO. R sets the length scale of the fluctuation measured in
FEM experiment, and by the Rayleigh criterion, R = 0.61/Q, where Q is the objective aperture
(OA) radius in reciprocal space units. V(k) as a function of R is variable resolution FEM
(VRFEM), and it provides information about size and distributions of MRO [48, 49].
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Figure 1. (a) Typical experimental configuration of FEM in CTEM, using tilted DF illumination.
(b) Example FEM DF images from Zr54Cu38Al8 BMG showing high V (above), and low V
(below).
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FEM can be performed either in conventional TEM (CTEM) or scanning TEM (STEM).
CTEM FEM measures the MRO diffraction in real-space dark field (DF) images [47]. The
physical size of the OA typically needs to be ~10μm or smaller to have an R of one to a few
nanometers, and to capture diffraction in all angular 2π angles in one k, hollow-cone DF
illumination mode is often used [47]. A series of DF images is acquired as a function of k by
tilting the beam (Figure 1(a)), and V is calculated among the I‟s of each pixel for each k using Eq.
1. V(k) from several DF series are typically averaged to increase statistical reliability. Figure
1(b) shows the examples of FEM DF images with high V (above) and low V (below).

(a) 0.8nm

(b) 2.0nm

5nm-1

5.0nm

5nm-1

Figure 2. (a) Typical experimental configuration of FEM in STEM [47]. (b) Example
nanodiffraction patterns acquired with 2nm probe from Cu64.5Zr35.5 BMG [50].
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STEM FEM measures V(k) based on the nanodiffraction using minimally convergent
STEM probes, as shown in Figure 2. STEM FEM is optically conjugate to CTEM FEM, so it
measures the same V(k) but has many practical advantages over CTEM FEM [47, 49, 50]. First,
the STEM probes have high spatial coherence, which increases the I peak from MRO and
therefore maximizes V. Second, STEM FEM has very high k sampling because the I(k) is
obtained by the angular averaging of nanodiffraction patterns, as opposed to the CTEM FEM
where the k sampling is limited by the beam tilt steps. Such higher k space sampling is important
when studying a detailed and subtle structure of MRO. Third, VRFEM is much easier in STEM
FEM because R can be changed electronically by changing lens excitations.

In CTEM FEM,

changing R requires using multiple OAs with physical sizes of 10μm or smaller, which is
difficult in a typical CTEM. Finally, STEM FEM is often performed in newer machines with
better stability, which coincides with the current trend of STEMs replacing CTEMs.
Microscopes with better stability reduce problems such as sample drift or contamination. A
disadvantage of STEM FEM is that it probes nanoscale volumes of samples one at a time, so
even with hundreds of diffraction patterns, the sample volume examined is much smaller than
that of CTEM FEM, which illuminates larger areas at once. This may in principle increase the
uncertainty of measurement [47].
V(k) provides intuitive understanding about the length scale of structural fluctuations in
an amorphous material, but it is often necessary to extract more detailed MRO information, such
as size, distribution, and internal structure from V(k) to fully understand the material. However,
directly connecting the V(k) and the detailed MRO information is not always straightforward.
Unlike g2 which is obtained from I(k) [23], the direct inversion from V(k) to g3 and g4 is not a
solved problem [48]. We have used the pair persistent model [48], and the amorphous /
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nanocrystal composite model [51] to extract MRO information from the FEM data. One other
method of extracting the MRO information is reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) simulation, which is
discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
The pair persistent model provides size information of the MRO in the glass in the form
of a correlation length Λ. It assumes that g4 has a Gaussian decay envelope, exp(-|r|2/2Λ2) [48].
At low resolution, the model predicts 1/V vs. 1/Q2 is linear, so [48]

1
m
c 2 ,
V k, Q
Q

(Eq. 2)

where m is the slope and c is the intercept of the linear fit. The correlation function decay length
Λ is then



1
2

c
.
m

(Eq. 3)

Λ is related to the radius of MRO [48]. The pair persistent model was tested using simulations
of V(k) from paracrystalline and continuous random network models of amorphous Si [48],
where the Λ matched the relative extent of order that was originally introduced into the models.
VRFEM experiments on amorphous Si were performed using STEM FEM [49, 52], and Bogle et
al. found that the Λ‟s from the sputtered and the PECVD amorphous Si were nearly the same
[52]. Q=0.61/R, so VRFEM data with at least 3 different R is needed to apply this model, and a
large Q range is preferred to ensure reliable fitting in the Eq. 2. However, the model uses a same
Q dependence for all k, so it assumes only one type of MRO, which may underestimate the
different types of MRO in multi-component materials.
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The amorphous / nanocrystal composite model provides information about the size and
distribution of MRO [51]. The model makes the idealizing assumption that the structure can be
modeled as a nanocrystal / amorphous matrix composite with uniform nanocrystal diameter d
which is assumed to be smaller than R. This model predicts that [51],
2 
 
2
3
 6 Chkl d  d  / 6   1
V 
,
2
2
 t Chkl   d 2  / 6   1  R



(Eq. 4)

where ρ is the atom number density, Φ is nanocrystal volume fraction, and (Chkld) is proportional
to the fraction of a randomly oriented population of nanocrystals that are near a Bragg reflection.
Chkl depends on experimental parameters like the spatial resolution R and on the crystal structure
of the nanocrystals. Using this model, the contribution of each parameter, such as d and Φ, to V
can be studied directly. When Φ is known, d can be calculated by [51],
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(Eq. 5)

where Ω is the slope of the linear V~1/R2 relationship in Eq. 4. In the limit of large R, so that R >
d and R >> , the two models predict the same behavior for V. However the relationship
between the parameters of the two models is not simple.  is different from d because it depends
on both d and [53], and determining d and  from Eq. 4 requires Chkl which needs substantial
a priori knowledge of the structure [51]. As in the pair persistent model, large R range is
important to have reliable fitting, but since R must be larger than d, it is more important to form
larger probes with different sizes for the amorphous / nanocrystal composite model.
FEM has been used for studying the nanometer scale structures of various amorphous and
glassy systems. FEM experiments and simulations showed that amorphous semiconductor thin
13

films, such as amorphous Si, Ge, and C, contain paracrystalline phases which are small and
heavily strained, but have the same bonding patterns as the corresponding crystalline phases [5457]. FEM have also detected the subcritical crystalline nuclei which drive crystallization upon
heating in chalcogenide glasses, such as Ge2Sb2Te5 [58]. Similar proto-crystalline nuclei MRO
drives the primary crystallization reaction in Al-based marginal metallic glasses [59]. FEM on
5-component Zr-based BMGs showed measurable MRO [60]. The variances of several other
types of fluctuations, or subject to different types of averaging, have also been reported [61, 62].
Chapter 2 describes the experimental methods for both CTEM FEM and STEM FEM.
FEM experimental results from Zr-based BMGs is discussed in Chapter 3.

We used RMC and

hybrid RMC (H-RMC) simulations to study detailed atomic structure of MRO in BMG, which is
discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Finally, we performed angular correlation analysis on the FEM
nanodiffraction data to measure the subtle rotational symmetry to uncover more details about the
internal structure of MRO. The angular correlation analysis is discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2. Common Experimental Procedures

2. 1. BMG sample preparation
Zr54Cu38Al8 [21] ingots (3mm in diameter, 40mm in length) were suction-cast and
provided by our collaborators, Drs. Cao and Chang. Cu64.5 Zr35.5 [32] and Zr50Cu45Al5 BMG
ribbons [46] (~400μm thick) were formed by melt-spinning and provided by Drs. Kalay and
Kramer. The quench rate was ~100K/sec for the suction casting, and ~105K/sec for the melt
spinning with 25m/sec wheel speed.
For TEM sample preparation, the ingots were first cut with a Struers Accutom-5 diamond
saw to ~500μm thick disks. The disks were then mechanically polished to ~100μm thickness
disks with 1μm surface finish using an Allied High Tech Multiprep polisher with water as
lubricant.

The thinned disks were electropolished using an electrolyte (HNO3 (9%), butyl

cellosolve + methanol mixture (1:2)) at a temperature between -42°C and -50°C, at 42 Volt using
a Struers Tenupol electropolisher [63]. The current during the electropolishing stayed between
40 and 60mA. The thin regions of the BMG were usually covered with a thick but optically
transparent layer of metal oxide. We later found that this thick oxide is actually induced by the
water lubricant during the mechanical polishing. Such oxidation by water is much more severe
than the naturally occurring air-induced oxidation, so for the future work, we recommend using
water-free, oil based lubricants, such as Allied Blue-lube. In this work, we used a multi-step
wet-etching method to remove the thick oxides [63]. The electropolished sample was first
dipped and etched in 125°C phosphoric acid for 2 seconds, then cleaned in methanol for ~5
seconds, and etched again in HNO3 for 2 seconds at room temperature. After that, the samples
were cleaned again in methanol for about 10 seconds. The etching process in phosphoric acid
15

also involves oxidation of the surface, leaving a thick, reddish copper oxide on the surface of the
sample. The copper oxide dissolves instantly in the HNO3 in the next etching step. The wetetching method is effective, but there are some side effects. First, the surface becomes rough and
causes thickness variation, which may induce artifacts in V(k). The artifacts caused by the
thickness variation will be discussed in detail in section 2. 4. Second, since the phosphoric acid
is viscous, some of it may not be washed off completely in the methanol cleaning process. The
remaining acid layer may cause contamination problems in TEM, and it could also cause
electron scattering and unwanted background in V(k). Even after the wet-etching, the sample
surface slightly oxidizes in the air before being inserted into the TEM vacuum, which is
unavoidable.
The as-quenched ribbon BMG samples were already ~400μm thin, so they were used for
electropolishing directly. Sample were either punched into 3mm disks or cut to ~3mm squares
before electropolishing, and the same electropolishing conditions described above were used.
For some samples, a low energy ion milling (Fischione 1040 Nanomill) [64] was used instead of
wet-etching. 60x20μm2 thin areas of the samples were focused and milled at 20° on both sides
for 20 minutes each, at -168°C, at 700eV with a beam current of 115pA. The samples were then
plasma cleaned at 20psi Ar + O2 mixture for ~30 seconds. Low energy ion milling brings 3
positive effects to the samples, which are (i) removing hydrocarbons, (ii) removing surface
oxides, and (iii) some degree of sample thinning. As a result, this method provides more
uniformly clean and thin samples than the wet-etching, but slight air oxidation of sample after
the low energy ion mill is still inevitable.
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For FEM, the final BMG sample thickness needs to be only a few tens of nanometers,
and it is the electropolishing that primarily decides the final thickness. The processes after the
electropolishing, such as wet-etching or low energy ion mill, improve the surface condition but
do not significantly change the sample thickness. Thin areas can be found at the edges of the
holes made by electropolishing, but not every hole has thin areas that are thin enough.
Electropolishing is a process that is difficult to control, and using same experimental parameter
does not guarantee thin areas every time. In our experience, the thin areas were mostly found
around the holes with high curvatures in their shapes.

For example, small circular holes,

typically ~50μm or less in diameter, have better chance to have thin areas than bigger circular
holes. An ellipsoidal hole with high curvatures at both ends, even if the hole is big, also has a
high chance of having thin areas at the ends. The position of the hole in a sample does not
matter, although it is easier to detect the small holes at the center by the light sensor in the
electropolisher than the holes at the edges. One important thing to notice in the BMG ribbon
samples, however, is whether the hole was formed in a region that had been already thin asquenched, because the region might have had a irregular quench rate [64]. This effect is
discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Some of the BMG samples were annealed to examine the effect of structural relaxation
[63, 64]. The annealing temperature was typically set to about 85~87% of the Tg, except for the
“reset” anneal which was performed slightly above Tg [38] for a few minutes [64]. Samples
were annealed either in a furnace, or in a DSC by our collaborators, Melgarejo and Dr. Stone.
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2. 2. FEM in CTEM
A CTEM instrument must meet several conditions in order to perform FEM. First, the
physical size of OA must be very small, typically 10μm or less, to have R>1nm [47]. Second,
the objective aperture must be placed exactly at the back focal plane of the electron ray path,
which we found is not the case in some commercial TEM models optimized for HRTEM (eg.
FEI CM200). Finally, hollow cone DF is preferred because it captures all diffraction in all
angular direction in one k, but not required [47]. With hollow cone mode, the DF image at the
detector is an angular averaged diffraction signal, so the magnitude of V becomes lower.
Because of this, a direct comparison of absolute magnitudes between the V from hollow cone DF
FEM and the V from tilt DF FEM is difficult.
The real space speckles of MRO in a DF image are best resolved at the exact focus,
which maximizes V [47]. The exact focus was found by choosing a defocus that maximizes V in
the image, among a series of DF images as a function of defocus. This focal series of V was
taken before every V(k) acquisition in a sample area [63, 65].
It is necessary to have enough electron counts in DF images to make V statistically
reliable, but with a minimum beam exposure to the sample and a minimum acquisition time.
High illumination convergence angles, between 2.0 to 4.0mrad, were chosen to have enough
counts in a given exposure time, but at the expense of substantially reduced illumination
coherence [63, 65]. The average CCD pixel count in an image was kept constant by steadily
increasing the exposure time with increasing k, and a k range of 2.0 to 8.0nm-1 was chosen to
cover the 1st and 2nd diffraction peak positions of the BMG. The number of k steps in a V(k) was
typically 18 to 20, and the acquisition of one V(k) series took about 10 minutes. The size of
MRO speckle in the DF images must be larger than a CCD pixel, so typically R~3 pixel length
18

was used. 2D selected area diffraction of the sample area was taken before and after each FEM
acquisition to ensure no beam damage to the sample. Typically more than 10 V(k)‟s were
acquired from different areas of the samples, averaged, and reported with an uncertainty of the
standard deviation of mean. DF images were post processed to remove the MTF and shot noise
as described in [66].

2. 3. FEM in STEM
STEM FEM was performed in a Cs-corrected FEI Titan STEM operated at an
acceleration voltage of 200kV [50, 64]. Previous STEM FEM experiments were performed in
STEMs based on two main condenser lenses [49, 52], but the Titan has 3 main condenser lenses,
so it has more flexibility in probe formation [50, 67]. We used the „microprobe mode (µP-mode)‟
of the FEI control software for the Titan STEM. This mode allows wider range of Q, making it
possible to form probes with large R up to 11nm, which is almost 3 times larger than the probes
in previous STEM FEM experiments [50].
FEM resolution, R
(nm)
0.8

C2 aperture
diameter (µm)
10

Convergence half angle
(mrad)
1.91

Spot
number
7

1.3

10

1.2

7

2.0

10

0.74

7

3.5

10

0.43

6

5.0

10

0.3

6

11

5

0.14

4

Table 1. Probe conditions and exposure times for 6 different FEM resolutions. Exposure time
was constant at 6 seconds [50].
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3. A typical FEM user interface during the data acquisition in FEI Titan. (a) An HAADF
image of a sample area at 1.3Mx. The image is 150nm in length in both x and y directions, and
the orange box indicates the area examined by FEM probes. (b) An HAADF image of the sample
simultaneously acquired with the (c) FEM nanodiffraction from the area inside the orange box in
(a). A 10 by 10 grid probe positions were used with R=1nm for this example. The red dashed
circle indicates the GIF entrance aperture.

Six different probes sizes from 0.8 to 11nm were formed with the conditions summarized
in Table 1 [50]. For reliable comparisons between the V‟s from different R‟s, the coherence
length of each R must be constant [68]. Constant coherence can be achieved by constant probe
current [67], so we changed the spot number accordingly (lower spot number has higher current)
to compensate the change in current as the convergence angle changes, while the exposure time
was kept constant at 6 seconds. Probes formed with each condition had well-defined Airy ring
which is an indication of good coherence [67].
The probe was focused on the specimen using the Ronchigram. A camera length of
512mm in energy filtered STEM (EF-STEM) mode in Titan was chosen. The EF-STEM mode
scales the camera length an order of magnitude longer so the CCD detector (a US1000 CCD in a
GIF 865 image filter) can capture the nanodiffraction in a longer k range. A Gatan ADF detector
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mounted on the 2.5mm GIF entrance aperture was inserted to collect HAADF images of the
sample area simultaneously with the FEM nanodiffraction patterns, as shown in Figure 3. The
GIF entrance aperture is smaller than the CCD area, so it appears as a circular rim in the
nanodiffraction image (Figure 3(c)). With camera length of 512mm in EF-STEM mode, a pixel
length is 0.0546nm-1, and the maximum k is about 10nm-1 which is limited by the GIF entrance
aperture. Both the convergence angle and the camera length had been calibrated using standard
TEM samples before the FEM experiments. When a nanodiffraction pattern, which is in k-space,
is focused on the detector plane, it should not move as the probe moves in real space, so we
focused the diffraction pattern on the detector by minimizing the motion of the diffraction pattern
while scanning the probe in an area at 1.3Mx. The diffraction focus was adjusted by manually
changing the diffraction lens (the first projector lens) current using the FEI free-lens control
interface. The zero beam of the nanodiffraction pattern must be blocked to prevent CCD damage,
but the factory made beam stop in Titan was too big, so we customized a beam stop with a
focused ion beam and used it for FEM. The selected sample area must be large enough so that
two adjacent probe positions do not overlap. GIF energy filtering was used with a slit width of
10eV to remove the inelastically scattered electrons. Typically 10 by 10 probe position grid was
used, and 512 by 512 pixel nanodiffraction patterns were acquired with CCD binning of 4, as
shown in Figure 3. The specimen drift during 6 second exposure was typically smaller than ~5%
of R in all conditions. To reduce shot noise contribution to the V [66, 69], the peak intensity at
the 2nd diffraction peak was kept over minimum 500 counts in each I(k). The gain of CCD is
4.72, so this corresponds to 106 detected fast electrons.

For each resolution, V(k)‟s from

typically ~10 different areas were acquired, and later averaged.
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The nanodiffraction patterns in .SER format files were loaded in Wavemetrics Igor
software for further analysis. I(k)s were calculated from each nanodiffraction and V(k) was
calculated using Eq. 1. The variation of sample thickness may cause unwanted background in V,
so thickness filtering is necessary.

The methods for measurement and filtering of sample

thickness are discussed in section 2. 4. V(k)‟s from different areas were averaged and reported
with a uncertainty of one standard deviation of the mean (SDOM). The shot noise contribution
was subtracted from the data as described in Fan et al. [69].

2. 4. Sample thickness measurement and thickness filtering of STEM FEM data
FEM must be performed on relatively thin samples for two reasons. First, V is inversely
proportional to the sample thickness, t, so thin samples maximize V [51, 68]. Second, FEM
simulations, such as FEMSIM [70], use the kinematic diffraction approximation which is only
valid in a thin sample in real experiments, so the comparison between experiment and simulation
becomes better with a small t. If the t is too small, however, there will be not enough electron
scattering on the detector, so there is an optimum thickness.

We use the elastic electron

transmittance (T), as a measure of sample thickness [71]. For amorphous specimens, elastic
scattering obeys Poisson scattering statistics depending on the elastic mean free path, ΛBF [71],

 t 
T  exp 
.
  BF 

(Eq. 6)

We measured ΛBF using the method described in Schweiss et al. [72], and found that the ΛBF of
Zr50Cu45Al5 is 39±1nm and the ΛBF of Cu64.5Zr35.5 is 45±4nm. This T method is analogous to the
more common method using EELS and the inelastic mean free path, but we prefer this method in
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FEM because the elastic scattering events are more common in thin samples, and because it can
be used more easily without switching to the EELS mode. For thin film Si samples, the areas
with T~70% were chosen for FEM [73]. However, in BMG systems where average atom
numbers are much higher, T~70% requires the sample to be about ~15nm thick, which is difficult
to make consistently over large areas. In addition, there is always a thin oxide layer on the
surface of BMG, which also slightly reduces the T. So in STEM FEM with BMG, we chose
T~50% as a standard, which, for example, corresponds to t~27nm in case of Zr50Cu45Al5 BMG.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4. Zero beam images (above) and intensity line profiles of a STEM probe from (a) a
sample area, and (b) a hole. The vertical streaks are artifacts from the microscope shuttering at
very short exposure time.
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In STEM, the T of a sample is the ratio between the zero beam intensity of diffraction
patterns with and without the sample. Figure 4 shows the zero beam images and the intensity
line profiles of a STEM probe from (a) a sample area and (b) a hole. We used the maximum
values at each intensity profile to calculate the intensity ratio.

In this example, the

T~700/1,500=46.7%. We later found that using the maximum value at the intensity profile may
cause a slight error in T because of the electron beam broadening inside the sample. The beam
broadening effect changes when R changes, so the T‟s measured by two probes with different R
can be different, for example, by up to a few percent between R=2 and 11nm cases. For future
works, we recommend to compare the integrated intensity inside the zero beam instead of the
maxima for a better accuracy, although it would be technically more difficult.

Figure 5. (a) HAADF image taken simultaneously with the FEM nanodiffraction acquisition.
The arrow indicates the scan direction, and the regions (a-e) indicate locations of the probe. (b)
Annular averaged diffraction intensities (I(k)s) from sample areas (a-e) in the HAADF image in
(a). The gray scale in (a) extends from 6,203 to 7,027, with detector offset of 4,399 counts [50].
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Figure 6. V(k) from Cu64.5Zr35.5 with different thickness filtering limits, t±2, 4, 6, and 8%. Error
bars are omitted for clarity.

Even with a standard t set in a FEM experiment, there are always small thickness
variations caused by the sample shape and the roughness of the surface. The variations in
sample thickness cause artifacts in V because I depends on the mass of the material, as shown in
Figure 5. We found that this effect can dominate the structure-induced V [50]. To remove this
effect, we have developed a thickness filtering method based on a HAADF image acquired
simultaneously with the STEM FEM nanodiffraction [50]. For a chemically homogeneous
amorphous material, the HAADF image intensity is a linear measure of the specimen thickness.
The HAADF image of an area with measured T=50% area provides a calibration point among
the images, and the nanodiffraction patterns from the areas with similar HAADF intensities were
chosen for V calculation. Typically, the areas with standard t±0.5nm were used. If we set only
one standard t in an experiment, however, we only get to use a small portion of the
nanodiffraction data because the thickness variation in a typical STEM FEM series is about
±3nm. To include more data in the V calculation, we later used 5 different standard t‟s in the T
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range of 50±2%, calculated the V‟s for each standard t [64]. V is inversely proportional to t [51],
but in the given T range this effect appeared to be very small [64], so averaging the V‟s from
different standard t‟s is acceptable. Because of this thickness filtering, we get 5 V‟s for each
standard t‟s from one FEM series, and the V‟s from multiple FEM series were averaged all
together and reported with a uncertainty of one SDOM. Figure 6 shows the effect of the
thickness filtering to V(k). V(k) gradually increases throughout all k range as the filtering limit
increases, so the thickness variation in the sample must have affected the data.

2. 5. Electron G(r)
Electron G(r) was measured in a Zeiss 912 TEM with in-column energy filter operated
at 120kV using techniques and software developed by A. M. Clausen [65]. The energy filtered
electron diffraction patterns were taken with the incident beam tilted off axis to reach the
maximum possible k through the energy filter, and recorded on high dynamic range Ditabis
image plates. The zero beam was fit to a pseudo-Voigt function [74] and subtracted from the
diffraction pattern to obtain I(k). I(k) was fit to the Kirkland electron scattering factors [75] to
find the reduced intensity function, φ(k), and its Fourier transform, G(r), as described by
Cockayne et al. [76].
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Chapter 3. FEM Experimental Results

In this chapter, we report experimental FEM results from 3 different BMGs: CTEM FEM
of cast Zr54Cu38Al8 [63], STEM FEM of melt-spun Cu64.5Zr35.5 [50], and STEM FEM of
Zr50Cu45Al5 [64]. The Zr54Cu38Al8 and Zr50Cu45Al5 BMGs were annealed in different conditions
to observe the effect of structural relaxation on nanoscale MRO.

3. 1. Experimental details
BMG samples cut from top and bottom of the ingots were examined using XRD
(Siemens Hi-star 2D) to check overall quality, including the absence of crystal peaks, before the
FEM experiments [63]. The Tg of this same BMG was found using DSC by our collaborators
[63, 64]. The Zr54Cu38Al8 ingot was annealed in a furnace at 315°C (0.87Tg) for 24 hours, and
the Zr50Cu45Al5 ribbons were annealed at 300°C (0.85Tg) for 10 and 60 minutes, and at 435°C
(1.06Tg) for 2 minutes. In a Zr50Cu45Al5 ribbon, we found a “trench” region accidentally formed
on the surface at the time of quenching. The trench was formed in both sides of the ribbon, so it
was not in contact with the spinning wheel, therefore the quenching rate of this region must have
been different than the other normal regions, although we are not sure if the rate was faster or
slower. The structure in this more abnormally quenched trench region was also investigated.
After electropolishing, the surface oxides on the Zr54Cu38Al8 and Cu64.5Zr35.5 BMGs were
removed by wet-etching, and the oxide on the Zr50Cu45Al5 was removed by low energy ion
milling. A JEOL 4000EX TEM operated at 200kV was used for CTEM FEM of Zr54Cu38Al8
BMG ingot samples at R=1.0nm [63, 65]. 300 x 300 pixel tilted DF images were acquired using
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a Gatan MSC 794 CCD camera. One FEM acquisition series consists of 18 DF images from k =
2.0 to 8.6nm-1 in equal intervals. 10 data series from different areas of several TEM specimens
were acquired from the as-cast and annealed material. The V(k) data is the mean of those ten
areas, presented with one standard deviation of the mean error bars. Images were processed with
a band-pass Fourier filter from 0.06 to 0.6nm-1 in image spatial frequency.
STEM FEM was performed in a Cs-corrected FEI Titan STEM operated at acceleration
voltage of 200kV for Cu64.5Zr35.5 and Zr50Cu45Al5 BMG ribbons [50, 64]. For Cu64.5Zr35.5 BMG,
six different R‟s from 0.8 to 11nm were used, and the data were processed with thickness
filtering with a standard t=26±0.5nm. For Zr50Cu45Al5, R=2, 4, and 10nm were used. 6 different
standard t‟s between 24.8 and 29nm were chosen, and all 6 V‟s calculated for each standard
t±0.5nm were averaged.
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Figure 7. (a)XRD, and (b) DSC data from as-cast and annealed Zr54Cu38Al8 BMGs [63].
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Figure 8. (a) I(k)‟s by energy filtered diffraction, and (b) FEM V(k)‟s from as-cast and annealed
Zr54Cu38Al8 BMG [63].

3. 2. Results

3. 2. 1. CTEM FEM of Zr54Cu38Al8 BMG
Figure 7(a) shows x-ray diffraction data from as-cast and annealed Zr54Cu38Al8 show that
the as-cast ingot is fully amorphous from top to bottom, and there was no detectable change by
the sub-Tg annealing [63]. The DSC data in Figure 7(b), however, shows that the exothermic
peak at ~650K (377°C) in the as-cast material disappeared after the annealing. The exothermic
peak indicates the structural relaxation during the DSC annealing, and its absence in the annealed
data means that the annealed sample has been structurally relaxed by the sub-Tg annealing before
the DSC measurement.
Figure 8(a) shows the energy filtered electron diffraction I(k)‟s from as-cast and annealed
Zr54Cu38Al8 BMGs [63]. Like XRD data, electron diffraction did not show any detectable
change after the annealing, which means that the SRO in BMG was largely unaffected by the
structural relaxation.

Figure 8(b) shows the V(k)‟s from as-cast and annealed Zr54Cu38Al8
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BMGs. The peaks at k=4.0 and 6.0nm-1 in the V(k) show that there is measurable MRO in this
BMG at 1nm spatial resolution.

However, there was no statistically significant difference

outside error bars between the V(k)‟s of the as-cast and annealed samples.

The structural

relaxation seen in the DSC data must have involved some change in the atomic structure, but
neither the I(k) nor the V(k) detected the change. Since R=1nm in this FEM experiment, this
means that the structure at <1nm scale were unchanged by the structural relaxation, and the
change in structure might have occurred at a length scale longer than 1nm.

STEM FEM

experiments on different samples at R=2nm discussed in section 3. 2. 3 support this hypothesis.
It is also possible that there might be a structural change smaller than the detection limit of this
experiment. As discussed in section 1. 2, CTEM FEM has low probe coherence and low k
sampling, so small changes in detail peak position or magnitude might not be captured in this
experiment. RMC modeling of this data set is discussed in section 4. 3. 1.

Figure 9. Example nanodiffraction patterns from Cu64.5Zr35.5 using six different probe sizes (R‟s)
[50].
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3. 2. 2. VRFEM of Cu64.5Zr35.5 in STEM FEM
Figure 9 shows example nanodiffraction patterns from different areas of Cu64.5Zr35.5
BMG at different R‟s [50]. The number of speckles increases when R becomes larger, because
more MRO units are involved in diffraction with larger probes. The diameter of the speckles is
proportional to Q and inversely proportional to R. With smaller R‟s (~2nm or smaller), the
speckles are big, because of the larger convergence angle. With larger R‟s (3.5nm or larger), the
speckles are smaller and the pattern becomes closer to an amorphous diffuse ring pattern. Some
of the nanodiffraction patterns also appear to have some rotational symmetry, detailed analysis of
which are discussed in Chapter 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)



Figure 10. (a) V(k) plots of six different R. Solid lines are averages, and colored bands indicate
the uncertainty range (standard deviation of mean). (b) 1/V versus 1/Q2 and (c)1/V vs. R2 for
bulk 1st peak in (a). The circles are the data points, and the error bar is the standard deviation of
the mean. Lines are linear fits to the data points. (d) MRO size d versus volume fraction Φ
calculated from VRFEM data using amorphous / nanocrystal composite model [50].
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Figure 10(a) shows the V(k)‟s from the nanodiffraction of Cu64.5Zr35.5 using 6 different
R‟s [50]. The peaks for the bulk BMG and the surface oxide are indicated in the panel. The data
show that the structural fluctuation in this BMG is high at ~1nm scale, but the fluctuation
gradually decreases as the R increases. At 11nm scale, the structural fluctuations become nearly
zero, which means the structure at or over ~11nm is almost homogeneous. Surface oxide peaks,
identified by their smaller interatomic spacing and lower k, also showed similar behavior. Two
models, the pair persistent model [48] and the amorphous / nanocrystal composite model [51]
(section 1. 2, Eqs. 2-5), were applied to calculate Λ and d. Figure 10(b) shows the linear fit to
the 1/V vs. 1/Q2, from which Λ=0.68±0.07nm. The linear fit to 1/V vs. R2 is shown in Figure
10(c).

The d vs. Φ relationship was calculated using Eq. 6 and the parameters, t=26nm,

Ω=0.0385nm2, and ρ=57.05 atoms/nm3, and shown in Figure 10(d). Chkl is not known for this
system, so the d vs. Φ is shown for a possible range of Chkl. The plot shows that the d is likely
between 1.7nm and 3.0nm. Gibson argued that the Λ can be converted to a characteristic width
of MRO, W, through Λ2=W2/10 [48], so in this case W~2.2nm which is within the range of d.
The V(k) data in Figure 10(a) also provides some intuitive understanding about the types
of MRO in the BMG. The BMG 1st peak in V(k) has two divided maxima which do not exist in
I(k), especially in the R=3.5nm data. The 2nd maximum at k~4.7nm-1 approximately matches the
inverse of the FCC Cu {111} spacing of 0.209nm. The 1st maximum at k~4.3nm-1 is likely
related to the interplanar spacing in a Cu-Zr MRO, based on comparison to plane spacings in
various intermetallic alloys. The distinction between the two maxima disappears in V(k)‟s with
smaller R‟s where the reciprocal space resolution is worse. There may be a small shoulder peak
at k~3.9nm-1, which is inverse of the HCP Zr {0002} spacing of 0.257nm. This suggests that the
V(k) signal may be related to the plane-like MRO in the material.
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This is similar to the

conclusion from our RMC simulation results which are discussed in Chapter 4. This plane-like
order is perhaps related to the „critical-like‟ order seen in recent simulations on glass forming
liquids [35, 36]. The icosahedral MRO [31], if exists, can generate peaks in V(k) [65], but it is
difficult to confirm which peak it might correspond to in this data set. More insights on the
icosahedral MRO are discussed in Chapter 4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. VRFEM data with R=2, 4, and 11nm probes for Zr50Cu45Al5 BMG as-quenched and
annealed in different conditions. The data were presented as bands which represent the
uncertainty (SDOM) range. The sample annealed at 435°C for 2 minutes was only examined
with R=2nm probe [64].
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3. 2. 3. Zr50Cu45Al5 STEM FEM
Figure 11 shows the VRFEM data from the as-quenched and the annealed Zr50Cu45Al5
BMG samples using R= (a) 2, (b) 4, and (c) 11nm [64]. The sample annealed at 435°C for 2
minutes was examined only with R=2nm. In Figure 11(a), the V(k) from as-quenched sample
showed peak maximum at k~4.0nm-1, while the Cu64.5Zr35.5 BMG showed a maximum at
~4.3nm-1 in Figure 10(a). This suggests that the dominant types of MRO may be different in the
two BMGs, and this is also perhaps related to the difference in their GFA. V(k) peaks at a
smaller k means that the interplanar spacing of the corresponding MRO is larger, so the
Zr50Cu45Al5 have MRO that has a larger interplanar spacing. This is reasonable because the
ternary glass has more Zr atoms, which are bigger than Cu atoms. As mentioned in the previous
section, the peak at k~4.7nm-1 may be related to the FCC Cu-like MRO, and this peak is also
present in the Zr50Cu45Al5 data, but as a small shoulder peak. When the sample was annealed at
300°C for 10 minutes, the peaks near k~4.0 and 4.7nm-1 decreased, but the peaks increased again
when the sample was annealed for 60 minutes. Compared to the as-quenched data, however, the
maximum peak of 300°C, 60 minute data have shifted to lower k region, suggesting a possible
change in types of MRO. Finally, the data from the reset annealing at 435°C (1.06Tg) for 2
minutes showed a clear peak shift from the as-quenched data, as the peak at k~4.0nm-1 decreased
and the peak at k~3.7nm-1 increased. The reset annealing must have almost fully relaxed the
structure because the DSC data showed no exothermic peak [37, 77], so the maximum peak in
V(k) gradually shifted from k~4.0nm-1 to 3.7nm-1 as the degree of relaxation increases. The
structural change of BMG detected in V(k) by annealing is larger than any other pervious
diffraction measurements [eg. 39]. The R=4nm and 11nm data in Figure 11 (b) and (c) also
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show similar trend, but not as clearly as the R=2nm data. This suggests that the structural change
by annealing mostly occurred in a length scale close to 2nm.
Knowing the details of the structural change by annealing is important, but not easy. The
pair persistent model only provides size information of MRO. For the MRO type information,
we still have to depend on direct interpretation of k peak positions in V(k), which is difficult in
this case. The pair persistent model also assumes only one type of MRO, while BMG must have
multiple types of MRO, based on the multiple sub peak positions in V(k). The amorphous /
nanocrystal composite model involves more structural information, but shares the same
limitations as the pair persistent model, while demanding even more a priori information about
the type of MRO. Therefore, we used H-RMC simulation for the interpretation of the data in
Figure 11, which is discussed in Chapter 4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. VRFEM data with R=1, and 2nm probes for normal and trench regions of Zr50Cu45Al5
BMG sample.
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Figure 12 shows the V(k) acquired from the abnormally quenched trench area of the
Zr50Cu45Al5 sample, using (a) R=1nm, and (b) 2nm, compared to the data acquired from
normally quenched areas. The data shows that the V(k) from the trench sample has elevated peak
at k~4.2nm-1 in both R=1 and 2nm data. This result shows that quenching rate of the BMG can
also significantly effect the MRO structure. However, since we do not know whether this
change in V(k) was due to a faster or a slower quenching, the detail mechanism of how the
quenching rate affects the MRO structure remains unclear.
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Chapter 4. RMC and H-RMC

4. 1. Introduction
We used RMC simulation incorporating FEM data to study the detailed atomic structure
of MRO in BMG [64, 65]. The type of MRO can be determined by the internal structure of the
MRO regions in the model, which particularly interesting in BMGs because there may be more
than one type of MRO. The k peak positions in V(k) are related to the internal structure of MRO,
and previous FEM work has used hand-made or MD generated atomic models to match the
simulated V(k) peaks to the peaks in the experimental V(k) [59, 78].

However, in multi-

component systems like BMGs, this is difficult because there are many possible atomic
configurations that generate peaks near the same k.
RMC simulation generates an atomic model which matches the experimental data [79].
Unlike in a typical Monte Carlo (MC) simulation which minimizes the system energy, RMC
minimizes the χ2 deviation between the experimental and simulated data [79].

 experiment (i) - simulation(i) 
 
2
i
 uncertainty i  
2

2

,

(Eq. 7)

where i is the number of data points. Minimizing the χ2 by MC moves can yield an output
configuration which shows the best possible agreement with the experimental data [79-84].
Keen and Mcgreevy [79] first performed RMC refinement of amorphous SiO2 against the S(k)
from neutron diffraction, and the model quantitatively matched physical properties, such as bond
angle distributions. However, even if there is a perfect match between the model and the data,
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RMC can generate many different structures, all consistent with the same experimental data [81].
This problem of uniqueness is especially severe when the material (and model) lacks crystalline
order, and when only one type of experimental data, typically g2, is used in the simulation [81].
The uniqueness of model can be increased by including a priori knowledge of the material, and
by including additional experimental data, such as EXAFS, with a proper weighting between
different experimental data [79, 80]. There have also been attempts to combine RMC and
conventional MC or MD simulations. H-RMC, a combination of Metropolis MC and RMC, was
first tried by Opletal et al. [82], by combining the system energy by an interatomic potential and
the χ2 into one cost function.

Experimentally constrained molecular relaxation (ECMR)

combines RMC and 1st principle calculation by alternately relaxing a model between the two
methods [83, 84].

Amorphous semiconductor models relaxed with ECMR match the

experimental electron and vibrational density of states, while the models relaxed only with RMC
do not [83, 84].
The use of V(k) in RMC along with other data increases the uniqueness of the model,
especially in MRO scale [83, 85]. Biswas et al. first performed RMC against experimental V(k)
from amorphous Si and found that RMC made nano-sized grains of ordered regions in the model
that generates FEM signal [85]. Using a modified version of the FEM RMC code written by
Biswas et al., we performed a RMC of a ternary Zr-Cu-Al BMG against electron G(r) and V(k)
[65]. We also developed a H-RMC simulation that includes an EAM interatomic potential for
Zr-Cu-Al and FEM V(k), so the model can be more realistically confined from SRO to MRO
scale [64]. The total χ2 in our H-RMC is [64],

 2  EAM energy     s V  k ex  V  k cal  /  i2 .
2

i
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(Eq. 8)

where

is the weight of experimental V(k), s is a scaling factor between experiment and

simulation for V(k), and σ is the experimental uncertainty. A synchrotron XRD G(r), provided
by our collaborators, Drs. Kalay and Kramer [86], was included in the total χ2 in some H-RMC
simulations, but here we presented data from the H-RMC with EAM potential and V(k) data only.

4. 2. Simulation details
We first used RMC simulation against the electron G(r) and V(k) data from Zr54Cu38Al8
BMG [65] with a RMC code based on the code written by Biswas et al. [81]. A model with
dense random packed (DRP) 54,650 atoms of Zr54Cu38Al8 in a 10nm cubic box at the
experimentally determined density (ρ0=6.82±0.04 g/cm3, [87]) generated by MC minimization of
a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential was used as a starting configuration. The G(r) was simulated by
[65],

Gcal (r ) 

1
  Kij    r  rij   4 r 0 ,
r i j 

(Eq. 9)

where Kij is the electron scattering power of each type of pairs, i and j.
The V(k) in RMC is calculated from simulated nanodiffraction intensities from the atomic
model. Full dynamic diffraction simulations, such as Bloch wave simulation [88] or multislice
simulation [75], are the most accurate, but they are computationally expensive and not suitable
for RMC, which requires a FEM calculation in every MC step. For a faster calculation in RMC,
we used a program called FEMSIM, which simulates FEM DF images of an atomic model to
calculate V [70]. One simulated image is comprised of many pixels, the size of which is the
FEM resolution. Kinematic scattering with a flat Ewald sphere is assumed for computational
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efficiency, so the I of one pixel depends on the projection of the atomic structure in the column
to the pixel [70],

I  r, k , Q    g 2 A  r , r, Q  J 0  2 kr   dr .

(Eq. 10)

r

J0 is zeroth-order Bessel function, and g2A is the weighted, local 2D pair distribution function that
is given by [70],









g2 A  r , r, Q    fi f j A 2Q r  rj A  2Q r  ri  ri  rj  r  ,
j

i

(Eq. 11)

where the f is the electron scattering factor, which is a function of k, A is the microscope point
spread function, which is approximately an Airy function, and r  ≤ R. Since the structure of
amorphous materials is isotropic, one atomic model is rotated to many orientations, and one DF
image is simulated per orientation. The total number of pixels, N, is the number of pixels per
image multiplied by the number of orientations. V of all the I’s is calculated from [65]

I k  
I

2

k 

1
NI

NI

 I  k ,
i 1

1

NI

i

(Eq. 12)

NI

 I  k ,
i 1

2
i

and Eq. 1. In this simulation, we used 3 different orientations, parallel to the x, y, and z axes of
the model. One simulated image contained 8 by 8 pixels, so N=192 in this simulation. The
shape of a pixel needed to be circular because the intensity of a pixel was essentially limited by a
projection of the A, which is a circle. The edges of the adjacent circular pixels were overlapped
so that every atom position was included in the I(k) calculation.
The magnitude of experimental V(k) from CTEM FEM is much lower than the simulated
V(k) because of the relatively poor coherence of the measurement [49, 89], and because of the
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thickness difference between the experiment (~20nm) and the simulation (10nm) [50]. We
estimated that the scaling factor, s in Eq. 8, which accounts for these effects is ~2 in this case
[65]. We did not use a combined cost function, such as Eq. 8, in this RMC, but instead we used
an alternate RMC runs against each experimental data set, along with a step-wise quenching
scheme until the χ2 against both data sets was acceptably small. Maximum move distance of an
atom was gradually decreased as temperature decreased. Since no interatomic potential was used
in RMC, the bonding distances were limited by hard sphere cutoffs. To observe the effect of
adding V(k), a RMC simulation against only G(r) was performed, and results were compared to
the RMC against both G(r) and V(k). A fair convergence of χ2 was achieved in approximately
1.5107 MC steps. Running on a single processor, these simulations took about 7 days.
Later, we have developed an H-RMC code based on our experience from the FEM RMC
[64, 90]. H-RMC was greatly improved in many different aspects. First, it combines RMC and
an EAM interatomic potential developed for the Zr-Cu-Al system by Cheng et al. [22], so both
chemical and diffraction information are applied to the model. Second, a significant speed-up
was achieved by using a more efficient „hutch-based‟ algorithm [91], and a computational
parallelization by the message passing interface (MPI). Increase in computational speed allowed
us to simulate V(k) using up to 208 different orientations, so the isotropy of the output model
greatly increased. The orientations were uniformly distributed in all spherical directions using
Euler rotations, and the angle between two nearest orientations was 9°. Since the intensity is
calculated from the x-y projection of the atom positions, the images from the orientations in
upper hemisphere (z ≥ 0) are same as the images from the orientations in the lower hemisphere
(z < 0), so only the orientations in the upper hemisphere were considered. Unlike the previous
RMC [65], we used square pixels with no overlap in this simulation because we found that the
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overlap of pixels may cause artifact in V(k), particularly in low k region. The use of square
pixels, however, causes some error in the I(k) calculation because the square pixel, inscribed in
the circular projection of A, misses some atoms at the tail portion of the A. However, the error
appeared to be small.
The use of EAM potential also contributed to the 3D isotropy of the refined models. G(r)
is a 1D quantity by its definition, and the simulated V(k) is essentially a 2D quantity due to the
flat Ewald sphere approximation [65], although this limitation is somewhat overcome by the use
of many orientations. The EAM potential applies to the atomic bonding in any 3D direction, so
it adds a pure 3D quantity to the model.

The EAM potential also has crucial chemical

information equivalent to the partial G(r)‟s, which the experimental total G(r) only weakly
represents. In addition, our H-RMC refinement is also improved by the use of STEM FEM data
which has higher quality than the CTEM FEM. STEM FEM has a high probe coherence which
is comparable to the simulation, so only the thickness differences between the simulation and the
experiment needs to be scaled for the V(k) fitting. It also offers a lot more k points, although
only 32 of 63 points in the k range of 3.5-7.0nm-1 were used for the refinement.

The

computation time is linear in the number of k points, so the reduced number of k points was
selected to reduce computation time.
H-RMC simulations using the V(k)‟s from Zr50Cu45Al5 BMG were performed in
parallelized environments, such as our local 128 core cluster, or Teragrid Ranger resources [64].
First, we ran short versions of the same H-RMC simulations, varying the model size and number
of processors to study how our program scales in a massively parallel environment. Figure 13(a)
shows H-RMC speed (MC steps/second) vs. number of cores used for parallelization on Ranger.
It showed that the Monte Carlo step time is nearly independent of system size, because the
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simulation speed of big model is only ~7% slower than that of small model, despite having ~3
time as many atoms. This means that the hutch-algorithm and MPI in our H-RMC is efficient.
Figure 13(a) also demonstrates that we can achieve significantly faster calculations with
increasing numbers of cores. The code speedup with number of cores is shown compared to
perfect linear scaling in Figure 13(b). The results showed that the efficiency decreases as a
function of numbers of cores, and the code is achieving 40% efficiency with 208 cores compared
to 16 cores. The test was performed with up to only 208 cores because the maximum number of
cores for parallelization in our current code is set by the number of beam orientations in the FEM
calculation. We do not expect 100% speedup efficiency by using more cores because only the
I(k) calculation in the code was parallelized, and some I‟s unavoidably take longer to calculate
than others when the atom movements occur beyond the periodic boundary condition.
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Figure 13. (a) H-RMC steps/second vs. number of cores on Ranger with two models with
different sizes; (b) H-RMC speedup vs. number of cores on Ranger with two models with
different sizes, compared to a perfect linear scaling.
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In the H-RMC simulations, the total cost function, Eq. 8, was minimized with step-wise
quenching scheme. The models of Zr50Cu45Al5 were used for starting configurations with a
density determined from the low-r portion of the XRD G(r) [86]. The models with 1,425 atoms
in a (2.83)3nm3 cubic box were generated by LJ-DRP, relaxed with EAM potential, and used as
starting configurations. The models were then fit separately against the V(k)‟s from 4 different
thermal conditions – as-quenched, annealed at 300°C for 10 minutes, annealed at 300°C for 60
minutes, annealed 435°C for 2 minutes. The EAM was used for all conditions, but no G(r) was
used in these simulations. The s in Eq. 9 was determined by combining an estimated Stobbs
factor of 3 [92] and a scaling factor between the model thickness and the experimental sample
thickness, following V~1/t relationship in Stratton et al. [51]. The γ for V(k) was determined
empirically to make the EAM energy and the χ2-V(k) relax in a similar trend through the quench,
so it varied for different experimental data. Typically, a number between 1 and 3 was selected for
γ.
From the H-RMC output models, we counted the Voronoi polyhedra (VP) of SRO
surroundings of each atom using a code provided by Drs. Hao and Kramer. First employed by
Finney [33], the Voronoi indices identify the type of polyhedron drawn around each atom using
the same construction as the 1st Brillouin zone. The polyhedron types are typically presented in
indices <n3, n4, n5, n6>, where n is the number of x-edged faces in the polyhedron. For example,
a perfect icosahedron would have an indices <0, 0, 12, 0>, and a FCC cluster would have indices
<0, 6, 0, 8>. The polyhedra with high n5 values are generally considered to be quasi-icosahedral
clusters. In VP counting, we selected a nearest neighbor cutoff of 0.35nm which is the high-end
limit of the 1st peak in the experimental G(r). Faces that are too small, less than 1% of the total
surface area of the polyhedron, were ignored in the counting, and this is similar to what Sheng et
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al. did [31, 93]. In the VP counting results, VP types that occurred less than 1% of the total
number of atoms were considered to be statistically insignificant and ignored.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. (a) G(r) simulated before RMC and after RMC on G(r)+V(k) and G(r)-only,
compared to experimental G(r). (b) V(k) simulated before RMC and after RMC on G(r)+V(k)
and G(r)-only, compared to experimental V(k) [65].

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. Partial G(r)s of Zr–Zr, Zr–Cu, and Cu–Cu pairs from (a) after RMC G(r)-only, and (b)
RMC G(r)+V(k) [65].
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4. 3. RMC results
4. 3. 1. RMC of Zr54Cu38Al8 BMG
Figure 14(a) shows the simulated G(r) after a χ2 convergence compared to the G(r)‟s
before the simulation and the experimental G(r) [65]. The converged G(r) from RMC G(r)-only
simulation is also shown for comparison. The fit to the experimental G(r) is good in both RMC
G(r)+V(k) and RMC G(r)-only, except for the 1st peak area where there is mismatch in the peak
amplitude. This mismatch could not be removed by changing the density of the model, so we
believe this is due to the artifact in the experimental G(r) created by the numerical Fourier
transform from the reduced density function, φ(k) [76]. The Fourier transform tends to create
artifacts at low r in G(r) if the k range in φ(k) is insufficient [76]. The k in our experiment was
limited by the instrument to ~35.4nm-1, which is much smaller than the k range of more typically
used φ(k) from synchrotron XRD (~100nm-1). RMC could not fit the high 1st peak because the
flaw in the data was mostly in the low r region, and fitting the 1st peak would have increased the
2nd and 3rd peaks and therefore increased the χ2. The G(r)‟s from RMC G(r)+V(k) and RMC
G(r)-only look identical, but their constituents, the partial G(r)‟s, are significantly different, and
the RMC G(r)+V(k) have more realistic partial G(r)‟s, as shown in Figure 15 [65]. The RMC
G(r)-only model generated unrealistic partial G(r)‟s reflecting the hard sphere cutoffs, but the
RMC G(r)+V(k) made more realistic partials that overlap each other. The V(k) must have
additionally confined the g2 because it has a weak g2 dependence as well as the stronger g3 and g4
dependence.
Figure 14(b) shows the simulated V(k) before and after the RMC simulation, and the V(k)
from RMC G(r)-only [65]. The V(k) from the model before RMC and the V(k) from RMC G(r)only do not show any peaks. This shows that the DRP does not have any MRO structure, and
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that using only the G(r) in RMC does not generate MRO structure that matches the experiment.
V(k) for the RMC G(r)+V(k) model is an essentially perfect fit to the experimental V(k), so the
refinement has generated MRO in the model without changing the total G(r). V(k) adds new
information about the nanometer scale structure to the refinement and improves the uniqueness
of the resulting model. The perfect agreement with V(k) indicates that the model is still not
completely unique, but the space of possible models has been significantly restricted.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 16. (a) Histogram of pixel intensities before and after RMC. Insets show simulated
images of the model before, and after RMC, on the same greyscale. Atom arrangements in (b)
the bright pixel column and (c) the dark pixel column along and perpendicular to the beam
direction. Only part of the columns are shown. The gray, black, white atoms are Zr, Cu, and Al,
respectively [65].
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The histograms of I(k) taken from all 192 pixels from the models before and after RMC
show that the I‟s from some pixels increased while the others decreased after RMC, increasing
the V(k) (Figure 16(a)) [65]. Example simulated DF images before and after RMC are presented
in the inset. The simulated intensity of each pixel which depends on the atomic structure in a
column projected in that pixel, so the intensity difference between the pixels is due to the local
difference in atomic structure. The atoms in the bright pixel column, Figure 16(b), have planelike MRO ~1nm in length, while the atoms in the dark pixel column shown in Figure 16(c)
appear thoroughly disordered. The MRO in Figure 16(b) is aligned to the beam direction, which
is caused by the flat Ewald sphere approximation which sets all Bragg angles to zero [65]. The
MRO is confined in a column, but it extends across the periodic boundary conditions of the
model, making it effectively infinite in one direction. This columnar MRO is not realistic
because the MRO in real BMG must be isotropic and close to a 3D cluster. A full kinematic
diffraction calculation of I(r, k, Q) will give more accurate plane orientations, but it will also be
more computationally expensive. The MRO roughly correspond to the pixel size, so they extend
over ~1nm laterally. The interplanar spacing of the MRO in Figure 16(b) is about 0.26nm,
which is the inverse of the 1st peak position at k = 3.8nm-1, so the pseudo-planar structures like
those in Figure 16(b) are the structural origin of the V(k) signal of the model. The MRO in this
simulation, however, does not seem to contain any chemical order.
These first RMC refinements against V(k) provided two important insights. First, FEM
must be sensitive to the plane-like MRO in the BMG structure. The detailed internal structure of
the MRO, however, is not yet available in this simulation due to the lack of chemical order and
the anisotropy of the MRO. Second, the addition of FEM data in RMC also constrained the
partial G(r)‟s, so it more stringently confined the structure at both short and medium range.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 17. Simulated V(k)‟s from the models relaxed against the EAM potential and
experimental V(k)‟s of Zr50Cu45Al5 BMG with different thermal history: (a) as-quenched, (b)
annealed at 300°C for 10 minutes, (c) annealed at 300°C for 60 minutes, and (d) annealed at
435°C for 2 minutes. The simulated V(k) from a model relaxed only with EAM MC is presented
in (a) for comparison. The V(k) data with R=2nm was used [64].

4. 3. 2. H-RMC of Zr50Cu45Al5 BMG
Figure 17 shows the simulated V(k)‟s from the models relaxed against the experimental
V(k)‟s of the Zr50Cu45Al5 samples with different thermal history and EAM potential [64]. R was
2nm in all 4 cases. The agreement between the simulation and the experiment is good for all 4
cases, but not always perfect, as seen in the k~3.5nm-1 region in Figure 17(b). V(k) simulated for
the model relaxed only with EAM MC is also presented in Figure 17(a) for comparison. It does
not show any peak in V(k), suggesting that using the EAM potential alone cannot generate a
realistic structure at the nanometer scale, similar to what DRP model showed in Figure 14(b)
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[65]. Figure 18 shows the total and partial G(r)‟s from all 4 H-RMC models compared to the
G(r)‟s from the EAM-MC model. In Figure 18(a), the experimental total G(r) from as-quenched
material is also presented for comparison. Partial G(r)‟s for only Zr-Zr, Zr-Cu, and Cu-Cu
bondings are shown, because the partial G(r)‟s containing Al atoms are noisy due to the small
number of Al atoms. In all 4 H-RMC models, the total and partial G(r)‟s are basically the same
as the G(r)‟s from the EAM-only model, suggesting that the SRO structure of the model was
mostly confined by the EAM potential, and the change in V(k) did not influence G(r). The
agreement between the simulated total G(r) and experimental G(r) is not perfect because the HRMC did not fit against the experimental G(r). In particular, the systematic shift of all the peaks
to smaller r suggests that the EAM potential has shorter equilibrium distances than the
experiment. However, the amplitudes of the peaks are in good agreement with experiment.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 18. The total and partial XRD G(r)‟s from all four H-RMC models compared to the
G(r)‟s from the EAM-MC model. In (a), the experimental G(r) from as-quenched material was
also presented. Partial G(r)‟s for only Zr-Zr, Zr-Cu, and Cu-Cu bondings are shown.
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Voronoi
Indices
0 0 12 0
0 0 12 0
(0 0 12 2

Percent of 5fold
in a cluster
100%
85.7%)

0 1 10 x
0 1 10 2
0 1 10 4

76.9%
66.7%

028x
0280
0284

80.0%
57.1%

036x
0360
(0 3 7 2
0365
(1 2 5 4

66.7%
58.3%)
42.9%
41.7%)

044x
0442
0446

40.0%
28.6%

052x
0525
0526

16.7%
15.4%

Notes

Perfect Icosahedron

Quasiicosahedral
clusters

Mixed clusters

Crystal-like
clusters
(Non-icosahedra)

Table 2. Voronoi indices of SRO clusters found in the model in the order of the percent of
pentagons among all types of faces in a cluster.

We counted the VP population for the models from all 4 cases in Figure 17. In all the
models, we observed a large population of icosahedral and quasi-icosahedral clusters, such as <0,
0, 12, 0> and <0, 2, 8, 2>, consistent with what Cheng et al. reported in their MD simulation with
the same potential [22]. More importantly, we noticed that the population of VP varies model by
model. To quantify the change in population of VP, we first divided the VP types into 5
categories by the number of pentagons in the polyhedral - <0, 0, 12, 0>, <0, 1, 10, x>, <0, 2, 8,
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x>, <0, 3, 6, x>, and <0, 4, 4, x> + <0, 5, 2, x>, where x is typically a number between 0 and 4.
Table 2 summarizes the VP types found in the model in the order of the number of pentagons in
a cluster. By the percent of pentagons in a cluster, we considered the 5 types as perfect
icosahedral, quasi-icosahedral, mixed, and crystal-like clusters, respectively, as depicted in Table
2. The <0, 4, 4, x> and <0, 5, 2, x> were regarded as non-icosahedra in Cheng et al. [22], but we
consider these types as crystal-like clusters because of their high number of square and
hexagonal faces, and similarity to the perfect FCC and HCP clusters, <0, 6, 0, 8> and <0, 6, 0, 2>,
respectively. A small number of other cluster types, such as <0, 3, 7, 2>, was included in a
category that has similar indices and similar percent of pentagons.
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Figure 19. A histogram of VP types for different H-RMC models. The VP data for EAM-only
MC model was also shown for comparison.
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300C 60min ann
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As-quenched

EAM only
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As-quenched
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Reset annealed
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Figure 20. Fractions of squares, pentagons, and hexagons among all faces of polyhedra in 5
different models.

(a)

(b)

Figure 21. The change in VP numbers between the annealing conditions, calculated from the
histogram in Figure 19.
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The histogram of VP‟s is shown in Figure 19. In general, the EAM-only model showed
the highest population of perfect icosahedra and icosahedral-like clusters. There were fewer
such clusters in the as-quenched and the 300°C, 10 minute annealed model. However, the
populations of icosahedral clusters are again high in the 300°C, 60 minute annealed and the reset
annealed models. The mixed icosahedra, <0, 3, 6, x>, showed a somewhat opposite trend to the
icosahedral clusters. For the crystal-like clusters, the numbers are small in the EAM-only model,
while the as-quenched model had the maximum population of these types of clusters. The
annealed models showed similar population of the crystal-like clusters. The histogram also
showed that the <0, 1, 10, x> clusters mostly had Zr atoms at their centers, while <0, 0, 12, 0>,
and <0, 2, 8, x> preferred Cu atoms at their centers. The mixed icosahedra and the crystal-like
clusters did not show any particular preference for their centers, as the proportion of their center
atom types approximately matched the global composition. Figure 20 shows the fractions of
squares, pentagons, and hexagons among all faces of polyhedra in 5 different models. The
fraction of pentagons shows a pattern similar to the patterns of icosahedral clusters in Figure 19,
while the squares and the hexagons approximately follow the patterns of the crystal-like and the
mixed clusters. One apparent exception is the increase in the fraction of pentagon in 300°C, 10
minute annealed model, and this is a relative consequence of the decrease of hexagons in this
model.
From the VP histogram, we calculated the change in VP numbers between the annealing
conditions, as shown in Figure 21. In Figure 21(a), the crystal-like clusters decreased and the <0,
3, 6, x> clusters increased between the as-quenched model and the 300°C, 10 minute annealed
model. Between the 300°C, 10 minute annealed model and the 300°C, 60 minute annealed
model, the <0, 3, 6, x> decreased, but the <0, 2, 8, x> and the <0, 0, 12, 0> increased. This
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suggests that the crystal-like clusters may change into more icosahedral-like clusters as time
progresses in a sub-Tg annealing. The number of the <0, 1, 10, x> clusters, however, increased
by the 10 minute annealing, so this type of cluster may stabilize earlier than the other icosahedral
clusters. Such stabilization of icosahedral clusters is also seen in the reset annealing data in
Figure 21(b), but both the crystal-like clusters and the <0, 3, 6, x> decreased, while the others
increased.

This suggests that in the reset anneal, where the thermal energy is high, the

stabilization of icosahedral clusters may happen much faster than in a sub-Tg annealing.
As seen in Figure 19, the population of icosahedral clusters in the 300°C, 60 minute
annealed model and the reset annealed model almost matched the population of those in the
EAM-only model, but there was one significant difference: the EAM-only model did not
generate any peak in V(k), as shown in Figure 17(a). All four H-RMC models have more crystallike clusters, so the crystal-like clusters, if they are nanometer sized, might be responsible for the
peaks in V(k). However, the V(k) peak shapes are all different in 4 different conditions, as seen
in Figure 17. The as-quenched model had maximum at k~4.0nm-1, while the annealed models
had their maxima near k~3.7nm-1. Our hypothesis is that both the crystal-like clusters and the
icosahedral clusters are responsible for the peaks in V(k), but each correspond to different peaks,
which overlap in the experimental V(k). One cluster, regardless of the type, is about 0.7nm in
diameter and may be too small to make a peak in V(k), which is primarily sensitive to the MRO
scale. For example, the EAM-only model has a high density of icosahedral clusters, but it
generates no signal in V(k), as shown in Figure 17(a). Therefore we think what makes peaks in
V(k) may be a nanometer scale pseudo planar structure, similar to the MRO in our previous RMC
(Figure 16(b)), made by some alignment of the SRO clusters. An alignment of crystal-like
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cluster is intuitively easy, but knowing whether the alignment of icosahedral cluster is really
responsible for the peaks in V(k) requires a direct investigation of the atom positions in the model.
0.53nm

(b)

0.49nm

(a)

k=3.76nm-1

k=3.98nm-1

15%

100%
Fraction of pentagons
<0 2 8 2>

<0 2 8 2>
<0 2 8 2>

(c)

<0 0 12 0>
<0 1 10 2>

Zr

Cu

<0 3 6 3>

Al
<0 3 6 2>

<0 2 8 2>

<0 3 6 3>

<0 2 8 1>

<0 2 8 2>

<0 1 10 3>

<0 1 10 3>

Figure 22. (a) The MRO region of the 300°C, 60 minute annealed model. The atoms are colored
by the degree of 5 fold in their surroundings. (b) Surface maps of 3D Fourier transform of the
entire 300°C, 60 minute annealed model, at k=3.76 and 3.98 nm-1. The white dashed circles in
the k= 3.98nm-1 map indicate the six fold rotational symmetries. (c) MRO extracted from the
yellow circled region of the model in (a), and identification of VP inside the MRO. Atoms are
colored by atomic species in (c) [64].
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The H-RMC generated plane-like MRO in the model, and the MRO from 300°C, 60
minute annealed model was shown in Figure 22(a). The atoms are colored by the fraction of
pentagons in their VP, not by their atom types. The atoms with blue atoms have icosahedral VP
around them, while the red ones are the centers of crystal-like clusters. The MRO is similar to
the plane-like MRO in our previous RMC (Figure 16(b)), but the planes are oriented in many
different directions, and the MRO in the center has a nearly 6 fold rotational symmetry, which is
a signature of a crystal-like order. In the nearly 6 fold region, the atom colors are more reddish,
meaning that the cluster types of the center area are more likely to be crystal-like ones. Such
gatherings of crystal-like clusters were not found in the EAM-only model. Adjacent to the center
6 fold area, there are some gatherings of blue atoms, especially in the area indicated by the
yellow and the green circles in the figure. Those regions have plane-like order in this orientation
of the model, but only with nearly 2-fold symmetry in this orientation, so they are plane-like
MRO formed by gathering of icosahedral clusters. Figure 22(b) shows the surface maps of 3D
Fourier transform of the entire 300°C, 60 minute annealed model, at k=3.76 and 3.98nm-1. The
yellow hot spots on the map are potential diffraction maxima, analogous to reciprocal lattice
points from a crystal, so the hot spots represent the order in the model that diffracts to that
particular vector k. The map for k=3.76nm-1 shows two hot spots, meaning the order has 2 fold
rotational symmetry. k=3.76nm-1 corresponds to an interplanar spacing of ~0.27nm, so the map
matches the vertically aligned plane-like order in Figure 22(a). k=3.98nm-1, however, shows
many hot spots, and we identified them as two different 6 fold symmetries crossing each other
one of which is shown by the white dashed circles in the figure. k=3.98nm-1 corresponds to an
interplanar spacing of ~0.25nm, so it matches the horizontally aligned order, and the diagonally
aligned order in Figure 22(a). The vertically aligned order in k=3.76nm-1 map also appears in the
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k=3.98nm-1 map, so the planar order is not strict, and diffracts the electron beam in a broad range
of k.
The types of rotational symmetry must be introduced by refinement against the
combination of V(k) and the EAM potential. Intuitively, having an MRO that diffracts into
multiple directions must be easier for H-RMC to increase the V(k), but the order at k=3.76nm-1
generated only 2 fold symmetry.

This implies that the order at k=3.76nm-1 would be

energetically unstable if it was formed in 6 fold symmetry, unlike the order at k=3.98nm-1. HRMC essentially generated two different MRO in the region shown in Figure 22(a), but the two
MROs are not entirely separated: the vertical 2 fold order formed as an extension of one of the
orientations of the 6 fold order. We do not know, at this point, whether this is something
physical. If it is an unphysical artifact, the H-RMC must have generated this combined MRO
due to the small size of the model, and two types of ordered cluster might be separated in a larger
model.

Figure 23. Three vertex-connected icosahedra, illustrating the projected displacements along a 5
fold axis [97].
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As shown in the color scales of the atoms in Figure 22(a), the 2 fold order is compatible
with the icosahedral clusters, while the 6 fold order is compatible to the crystal-like clusters. We
extracted the order in the yellow circled region of the model in Figure 22(a), and identified the
types VP clusters, and displayed in Figure 22(c). The MRO consists of chains of icosahedral
clusters, with various types of center atoms. The MRO might have formed longer in one
direction because of the limitations of the simulation discussed in section 4. 3. 1, but the MRO in
Figure 22(c) still provides important insights about the structure: some icosahedral clusters may
be aligned in a real BMG, generating the necessary MRO-size correlated cluster to give rise to
the peak in V(k) at k=3.76nm-1. The MRO of aligned icosahedra in our H-RMC model is similar
to the other possible MROs seen previously [22, 30, 31], but different in a sense that this MRO
has a particular interplanar spacing that matches a peak in V(k). This icosahedral MRO may be
related to the icosahedral quasi-crystals seen in BMG [94] or boron carbide systems [95, 96], but
we particularly found similarity between our icosahedral MRO and the possible stacking
mechanism of icosahedra suggested by Stephens and Goldman [97] and Torquato et al. [98].
Stephens and Goldman [97] suggested that a particular arrangement of icosahedra, shown in
Figure 23, can produce Bragg peaks, which is consistent to with our H-RMC model.
The final energy per atom in the EAM MC was -4.82eV, while the H-RMC relaxed
models had slightly higher final energy per atom, between -4.803 and -4.80eV. However, the
MRO ordered regions do not have a higher energy than the rest of the model, so the increase of
the energy might be due to the interface between the MRO and non-MRO region.
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4. 3. 3. New structural model for BMGs and its implications
From FEM and H-RMC simulations, we discovered several important new features of the
nanometer scale structure of BMGs and its evolution. First, we found crystal-like MRO in BMG
for the first time. The crystal-like MRO degraded by the reset annealing at 1.06Tg, so it is not
same as the quenched in nuclei seen in Al-based marginal glasses [59]. In Al-based glasses, the
MRO evolved to FCC nanocrystals by annealing, but such crystallization was not observed in
Zr-based BMG systems. Kelton et al. reported a significant order in the BMG liquids detected
by XRD [99]. If the order in the liquid is related to the crystal-like order, the BMG might inherit
the order from liquids through glass transition. Second, our H-RMC generated crystal-like
clusters and icosahedral MRO in nanometer scale which other MD simulations of BMG [22, 31,
32] failed to capture. As discussed in section 1. 1, the MD simulations may not generate realistic
MRO due to their fast quench rate. The structure from MD simulations may be a maximally
icosahedral and maximally disordered state which real glasses never reach. The finding of the
crystal-like and the icosahedral MRO in H-RMC is supported by the angular correlation analysis
of FEM nanodiffraction patterns, which is discussed in Chapter 5.

Finally, our H-RMC

simulations suggested that the structural relaxation of BMG involves a transformation of
crystalline-like MRO into icosahedral-like MRO. The exothermic heat that DSC detected may
be due to a free volume annihilation at the interface of crystalline-like MRO and the icosahedrarich region.
We confirmed that the icosahedral-like clusters can gather, align, and diffract electron
beam at certain k. Questions remain regarding what drives the alignment of these clusters. The
alignment does not seem to have happened by chance because it did not occur in the EAM-only
MC model where the icosahedra density is the highest. One possibility we can suggest is that the
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alignment of icosahedra may be likely to happen near the crystalline-like MRO as an extension
of the plane-like order, as shown in Figure 22. When the crystal-like MRO changes into a
icosahedral MRO by structural relaxation, it is likely that some planar order from the crystal-like
MRO still remains, but with a slight change in the interplanar spacing. This may be related to
the peak shift in V(k) by annealing.
The MRO found in H-RMC may be directly connected to the GFA of BMG.

As

discussed in section 1. 1, MD simulations disagree on the glass forming mechanism in close
packed systems, such as BMGs. While stabilization of icosahedral clusters in glass transition are
typically seen in MD simulations [22, 29, 31, 32], Tanaka et al. suggested that crystal-like MRO
in a glass system may stabilize earlier and act as a center of atomic mobility slowdown [35]. The
structure from H-RMC in Figure 22(a) may imply a combination of those two mechanisms. The
crystal-like MRO formed earlier in glass transition, or inherited from the liquid, may promote the
formation of icosahedral clusters nearby, and help freezing the structure. These results also
connect with the idea that crystal nucleation is suppressed in good glass formers by structural
frustration, or competition of several different phases.

Our model suggests a competition

between a crystal-like and quasi-icosahedral structures, or, taken to the ordered extreme, a
competition between crystalline and quasi-crystalline order [94].
The MRO we found in H-RMC models may be connected to STZs which are the key to
understanding the plastic flow of BMGs. An STZ deforms by shearing on a slip plane inside
itself, so the crystalline-like MRO we found seems like a better candidate for an STZ because it
has many possible slip planes, just like a crystal structure does, compared a group of icosahedral
clusters with much lower symmetry. If there is indeed any relationship between the crystallinelike MRO and the STZ, the degradation of those MRO by annealing may affect the mechanical
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properties of the BMG. Experimental measurement of the mechanical properties under these
same annealing conditions is currently underway by our collaborators, Melgarejo and Dr. Stone.
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Chapter 5. Angular Correlations

The nanodiffraction patterns, as shown in Figure 9, show Bragg diffraction speckles from
local MRO, so the rotational symmetry of the speckles as a function of scattering vector
magnitude, k, should reveal the rotational symmetry of the internal structure of the MRO.
However, identifying the important symmetry in nanodiffraction is a difficult task, because the
TEM sample may contain several ordered regions through the thickness whose speckles may
overlap, and the important speckles may be hidden amongst scattering from statistically
insignificant structures. To study this subtle rotational symmetry in the FEM nanodiffraction, we
adopted the angular correlation function, Ck(Δ), from Wochner et al. [100, 101].

(b)

(a)

I

k=3.93nm-1

(c)

ϕ (radian)

C

k=3.93nm-1

(d)

5.0 nm-1

Δ (radian)

Powerspectrum

k=3.93nm-1

fold (n)

Figure 24. (a) Example of a nanodiffraction acquired with 2nm diameter probe. (b) I(φ), (c)
C(Δ), and (d) Pn at k=3.93nm-1of the pattern in (a). The white block in (a) masks the beam stop.
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where I(k, φ) is the diffracted intensity in polar coordinates. Ck(Δ) shows the correlations
between two intensities at the same k, separated by angle Δ, averaged over the entire angle φ, as
indicated in the Figure 24(a). Wochner et al. used Ck(Δ) analysis on coherent synchrotron
diffraction patterns from dispersed PMMA colloid samples, and discovered that the colloids
occasionally form order that has 4 or 5 fold symmetry [100]. Gibson et al. recently applied the
Ck(Δ) analysis to electron nanodiffraction, and measured a crystalline topology from the 2 fold
symmetry in amorphous Si samples [102].
To apply Ck(Δ) to our FEM nanodiffraction, we first converted the 2D nanodiffraction
into a 1D polar coordinate graph, as shown in an example in Figure 24. Figure 24(b) shows the
unwrapped I(k, φ) at k=3.93nm-1 from the diffraction pattern in Figure 24(a). Figure 24(c) is the
corresponding C(Δ) calculated from the I(k, φ) in Figure 24(b). While there is no identifiable
symmetry in I(k, φ), C(Δ) shows 6 distinctive peaks with same intervals, which means a strong 6
fold symmetry. We further calculated the power spectrum, Pn, from the Ck(Δ) to quantitatively
extract the symmetry in Ck(Δ). The Pn of Ck(Δ), shown in Figure 24(d), has even greater
sensitivity to the rotational symmetry. In this case, it has a single strong peak at n = 6.
We calculated the average of Pn(k) over 2,077 nanodiffraction patterns from as-quenched
Zr50Cu45Al5 BMG ribbons. Figure 25(a) shows the average Pn(k) for n=2 to 10. Near the 1st
diffraction ring (k~4.0nm-1), n=2 (Figure 25(b)) is higher than any other n, so Friedel symmetry
is the dominant feature. n=4 and 6, which are signatures of crystalline order, are also relatively
strong at similar k, but have several peaks in k, especially n=6. This suggests that there may be
different types of crystalline-like MRO with different interatomic spacings, which is consistent
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to our findings discussed in Chapter 3 and 4. The shape of Pn(k) is different for n=2, 4, and 6, so
the n=4 and 6 data are not purely the result of random combinations of n=2. We also observe a
peak for n=10 in Figure 25(b). n=10 fold is a 5-fold symmetry doubled by Friedel conjugates, so
it may arise from icosahedral-like MRO.

(a)

(b)

Figure 25. (a) Average Pn(k), and (b) line profiles at n = 2, 4, 6, and 10.

Figure 26. Power spectrum vs. rotational symmetry order at k=3.93nm-1.
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Figure 26 shows the power spectrum vs. n from same data at k=3.93nm-1. It shows that
even numbered n‟s are consistently higher than the odd numbered ones. A power spectrum from
randomly arranged single speckles is monotonically decreasing, so Figure 26 does have some
excess correlation for even n‟s.

The Pn(k) may contain some artifacts: the higher order

symmetries, such as n=4, 6, and 10, may be in part the result of random arrangement of 2 fold
pairs [103], but we do not know the amount of the artifact contribution at this time. We also
confirmed that the effect of beam stop to the power spectrum is small and ignorable.
In summary, angular correlation analysis of FEM nanodiffraction patterns revealed the
signatures of both the crystal-like and the icosahedral MRO, which is consistent with our
findings in FEM experiments and H-RMC simulation, although fully statistically rigorous
analysis requires additional work.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion

We developed a state-of-art FEM procedure in a Cs-corrected STEM that excels any
previous FEM works in several ways. First, the coherence of electron probe was increased, so
the V signal from the sample was maximized. Second, the VRFEM was measured at constant
coherence up to 11nm scale which is almost 3 times larger than the previous FEM experiments.
Third, energy filtered nanodiffraction was applied to FEM, so the quality of the nanodiffraction
data has greatly increased. Finally, we identified and corrected the contribution from sample
thickness variations using Z-contrast images as references.
We also developed a H-RMC simulation combining FEM V(k) and an EAM interatomic
potential. Compared to MD modeling using only interatomic potentials or the RMC modeling
using only conventional diffraction data, our H-RMC modeling substantially reduces the space
of models generated by refinement, especially in nanometer scale. We experimentally detected
the signs of icosahedral clusters by angular correlation analysis of FEM nanodiffraction patterns.
We believe this is by far the most direct experimental confirmation of icosahedral-like order in
any glass structure.
Our findings suggest that Zr-based BMG contains two different kinds of MRO in its
nanoscale structure: an MRO that resembles crystalline structure, and an MRO that consists of
aligned icosahedral SRO clusters. The MRO may be directly related to BMG‟s important
properties, such as glass forming ability and plastic deformation. We detected a clear change in
atomic structure by structural relaxation for the first time, and found that the structural relaxation
involves a transition of crystalline-like MRO to icosahedral MRO.
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